MISS KIBORN.

HUH? WHAT'S THIS?

YOU ARE TO JOIN ME FOR REMEDIAL HISTORY.

HAH!

WHAT?! WHY--

- YOU'RE NOT EVEN THE HISTORY TEACHER!

FAR BE IT FROM ME TO QUESTION MISS VALCROSS'S TEACHING METHODS.

BUT SINCE THERE ARE SO MANY KIDS WHO HAVE NO IDEA OF BASIC, OBVIOUS HISTORY - SUCH AS MONSTERS AND OFFWORLDERS - I HAVE BEEN ASKED TO GIVE A FEW BRIEF REFRESHER CLASSES.

I'M NOT A MONSTER OR AN OFFWORDER! WHY ME?!

HAVE YOU EVER SHOWN UP TO A HISTORY CLASS?
I'm not gonna start now.

Well, welcome to remedial history!

Unfortunately Miss Kiborn has not joined us... But we'll do well, anyway! We'll just go over some very basic history, let me see, where to start...

Ah, I know! Why Feathry's wings turn dark when they kill a person.

Wait, am I going too fast? You guys all know a Feathry's wings turn dark when they kill a person, right??

...How is that a history topic?

Quiet, you.
Well, they do get dark wings, so uh... now I'll tell you why! It is history, OK.

We'll go way back, to the beginning...

See, in the very, very beginning, there were only the three goddesses Gaea, Luna and Sola. Since there's no people, there's not a lot to say there.

But then Gaea created the first people, after her sister goddesses. They were the Feathries and the Scalers, for the sun and the moon.
The feathries and scalers fought, but there was no death.

That changed after Gaea's first breaking and rebuilding of the world.

The lesser gods were created as well as the other races of people.

Monsters, and animals were brought into existence.

And so was death.
The first death wasn’t due to illness, accident, or old age.

It was murder.

Unfortunately, the victim is not remembered. But we know the killer.

The murderer was a feathry with a weird name... I wanna say... Firstly? Or front? ...Fore?

I’m not sure, they all had weird names back then.

When the god of death came for her victim...

...he came for her, too.
HE WAS SO DIGUSTED WITH HER ACTIONS, THAT HE CURSED ALL FEATHRIES.

AND NOW...

WHENEVER A FEATHRY KILLS ANOTHER PERSON, THEIR WINGS TURN DARK.

FOR THE FIRST KILLER, THAT WAS NOT HER ONLY PUNISHMENT.

THE GOD OF DEATH TOOK HER WITH HIM, TO SERVE HIM AS A DEITY.

SHE IS THE REAPER.
Now that might sound like it’s not that bad, but firstly... or whatever her name is... she’s had to watch the whole world change, leading all to the afterlife while she’s stays.

But anyway! There you go, that’s why feathery wings go dark, we all get marked for her crime.

Uh... that can’t be something that actually happened though, right? It’s just your creation stories and folklore, right?

Ooh! Snatch not know there stories like that... is any about Felimara?

Hm, I think there are some old tales about monsters, but I’d have to look them up!

And bluff, I can “hear” you and I would like you to know you are wrong.